
Behind the Curtain
Creating Source Templates for The Master Genealogist



The Beginning

• In January 2010, the Tri-
Valley TMG Users Group 
began our exploration of 
Elizabeth Shown Mills’ 
Evidence Explained.

• We planned to create a small 
set of TMG source type 
templates for our members.

• This was planned as a one-
year project.



Three Years Later …

• The Tri-Valley TMG Users 
Group’s Source Templates 
for The Master Genealogist: 
A guide for creating 
computerized genealogical 
source citation templates
appeared for sale on 
Lulu.com.

• How did this happen?



The Initial Goal

• Examine ESM’s citation format – and the reasoning behind 
that format – for some of our most commonly-used record 
types

• Determine whether or not we could make TMG source 
type templates for these records that matched those in EE

• Create a set of source type templates for the members of 
our group to be used when citing those record types



The Philosophy

• We started a private blog 
where we could post 
assignments, questions, 
and comments.



The First Stage

• Members contributed a list of their five most-used record 
groups, and we picked the following for our first few 
meetings:
• U.S. census digital images online

• Grave markers in a rural cemetery and Find A Grave records

• State-level death certificates

• State-level death certificates, digital images and microfilmed 
copies

• Books, real and digital images



TVTMG Census (US digital online ) QCM 240

• Each member created a 
source type template

• No one had a template 
that matched Mills 
exactly

• There were lots of 
differences – in details 
and in philosophy





Lumper or Splitter?

• Some of us were lumpers – one even lumping all 1850 
census records in a state under the same master source

• Some of us were splitters – a few creating master source 
entries for each individual household

• Decision one: Compromise – the master source unit for 
U.S. census records would be the microfilm roll. This made 
the transition from census microfilm citation to census 
digital image citation simple – until the 1940 census 
opened, that is



Handy-Dandy Lumper-Splitter Tracker

../../tvtmg_ee/element_options.xlsx
../../tvtmg_ee/element_options.xlsx


Split Citation Detail or Not?

• Some users were uncomfortable with TMG’s split citation 
detail feature

• Some users set up a system to use all nine splits

• Compromise: We couldn’t recreate Mills citations without 
using some split citation details, but we would try to keep 
it to a minimum

Caution! Split CDs do not migrate well to other 
genealogy software programs. Keep this in mind if 
you’re thinking of leaving TMG.



Handy-Dandy Split CD Tracker

../../tvtmg_ee/cd_analysis.xls
../../tvtmg_ee/cd_analysis.xls


Custom Source Elements

• Most of us created some new source elements for this 
source type template

• None of us duplicated source element names

• None of us created similar custom elements in the same 
source element group

• Lots of discussion ensued

Remember! Only one element per element source 
group is allowed in any source type template.



Handy-Dandy Source Element Tracker

../../tvtmg_ee/TMG_source_elements_2011november.xls
../../tvtmg_ee/TMG_source_elements_2011november.xls


Our First Good Idea

• One member said he had trouble telling what information 
belonged in each source element field.

• Would it be possible to match the element name to the 
name used in EE?



../../tvtmg_ee/tvtmg_ee_20100220.doc
../../tvtmg_ee/tvtmg_ee_20100220.doc


Our Second Good Idea

• Since we had already created the words “digital image” as a 
word constant, one member suggested entering “NARA 
microfilm publication” the same way.

• Pros:
• This releases a source element field in the source definition screen
• This makes updating the template a snap, if/when citation format 

preferences change

• Cons:
• This means creating a separate source type template for census 

images created from a different “source of the source” – oh, well.



Our Third Good Idea

• Let’s use the source type template reminder area!

• Define every element and its contents

• Give examples

• Finally, one member asked, “Can we include the EE
reference in the template name?” Great idea!





Going Public

• Late in the year, we began a 
public blog with some of our 
completed templates.

• We included variations from 
the Mills citation formats.

• We included a list of all new 
custom source elements 
used in each template.

• We got requests for help 
from international TMG 
users!





By the End of the Year

• We had created fifteen custom source types – some with
alternate formats

• Some of the members had created additional custom 
source types not yet incorporated with the group’s

• And the group wanted to continue with the study of 
Evidence Explained



Discoveries Along the Way

• The “layered citations” required to cite online material use 
lots of source elements – and the source definition screen 
allows only 14 fields (plus the Title field).

• How do we deal with a custom source type definition that 
requires 20 fields?



Word Constants

• Word constants are great for freeing up source element 
fields – even if they sometimes require the creation of 
multiple source types for similar record types





[REPOSITORY] as [WEBSITE]

• We could enter websites like Ancestry and FamilySearch as 
repositories, entering their URLs in the repository address 
area

• This would free up source element fields for subscription 
website source type templates

• It would also speed up data entry

• This is not ESM approved!



Expanding Split Memos

• Did you know that memo fields other than tag memos and 
citation details can be “split”?

• “Splitting” the Repository Memo field made entering Full 
footnote and Short footnote variations in a repository’s 
location a snap

• It made data entry faster and more consistent

• And it also freed up more source element fields







[FCAP:] [:FCAP]

• This command capitalizes the first letter of each word 
within its surroundings

• This could help with the problem of words that should be 
capitalized in the bibliography, but lower case in the 
footnotes

• However, it’s best for single words only





Summary of Discoveries

Word constants Releases many fields; makes 
updating words and formats easy

Requires different templates for 
similar records

[REPOSITORY] for [WEBSITE] Frees two fields Not ESM approved; may not 
migrate well to other programs

Split Repository Memo fields Frees two fields; makes updating 
easy

Does not migrate to other 
programs

[FCAP:][:FCAP] Of limited use Probably does not migrate to 
other programs



“I have an idea,” one of the members said 
at the May meeting. “Why don’t we 
create a booklet of templates?”



A Three-Person Committee Was Formed

To oversee the production of a source type template “booklet”



Fielding Suggestions

• “The booklet should lie flat, so it’s easier to use while 
entering sources”

• “We need a picture of the source definition screen for each 
template”

• “We’d like to see the full footnote, short footnote, and 
bibliography output – with examples – as we look at the 
example source definition screen”

• “Can you print the reminders, too?”





Moving from Haphazard to Consistent

• Make source element assignments more consistent

• Rewrite reminders for consistency and completeness

• Recognize that users will not read the book cover to cover, 
so treat each source type as a unique entity

• Find something to fill all the blank spots created by 
those complicated source types that took up more than 
two pages!



Sidebars

• Highlight the group’s 
discussions

• Provide a few tips and 
tricks

• Offer alternative ideas for 
consideration

• And fill those blank pages
☺



We Needed More Templates

• Template creation had been based on what some member 
needed for his or her research

• We were missing some important record types, and they 
needed to be represented in the “booklet”

• Some templates were ultra-specific or redundant, so they 
needed to be deleted

• Finally, 52 templates were ready



We Needed More Instruction

• Our 52 templates won’t meet all research needs, so 
readers would find it helpful to learn how to create new 
custom source type templates





• Our own users weren’t familiar with importing source type 
templates, so the “booklet” needed to include these 
instructions





• What about readers who had already created custom 
source types and source elements? How could they find 
and avoid conflicts?





• For users having difficulty understanding the relationship 
among the components of a source we added a "Hierarchy 
of Source Elements" tutorial





Adding Finishing Touches

• A glossary of terms

• A table of contents – including a separate table for the 
sidebars

• A list of all source elements used in the templates, 
including each element’s group assignment, field location, 
and any unusual action, such as last name first

• An index to custom source elements

• An introduction and disclaimer

• A title page and cover design





Editing

• Since the “booklet” comprised 209 pages, it was now 
officially a book

• It took 22 tries to come up with the cover page design and 
the book itself went through 28 editing cycles

• We still had an error that slipped through, found by one of 
the very first purchasers, and necessitating an immediate 
corrected edition 





We’ve sold 126 copies
… and counting



http://www.lulu.com/shop/tri-valley-tmg-users-
group/source-templates-for-the-master-
genealogisttm/paperback/product-20673683.html


